A COMPARISON OF EXACT AND HEURISTIC ROUTINES FOR LOT SIZE DETERMINATION IN MULTI-STAGE ASSEMBLY SYSTEMS Introduction
The classical or Wilson economic lot size model determines the lot size that minimizes the sum of production and inventory carrying costs for a single stage system.
Demand is assumed to be continuous and constant with no stockout permitted. A number of extensions to the basic single stage-model have been devised [4 I including provisions for non-instantaneous production, and for discrete, but constant, demands. A further large class of extensions considers stochastic demands.
The distinguishing characteristic of all of these models is that the objective is minimization of costs over an infinite horizon.
A different fundamental approach to determination of lot sizes is based on the assumption of discrete known demands occurring through a finite horizon. Zangwill [ 11, 12, 13, 14 [consider extensions to concave cost objectives including the important case of a production set up charge with linear production and holding costs.
The authors in a companion paper j 1 I discuss the special case of a finite horizon assembly system, where each facility (stage) supplies inputs for one successor stage.
The multi-stage assembly system for an infinite horizon has been analyzed by Given the assumption of instantaneous production and setting Q = Q , a stage , this model computes the average number of units in the complete system that have undergone the activity of a stage. For F" of Figure 1 we would calculate the average inventory at F" and F" and value it at C" , rather than calculating the average at F-and value it at C^+ C".
Since the demand on the total system is assumed to be constant, the system inventory of the product of any stage F will decline linearly. Given the assumption of the integrality of k , there will be exactly k production lots of Q , for each lot of Q , F <^<^F . At the point in time that Q is produced, will also be produced and at the instant before that production begins the inventory of A at F and A at F will be zero. Thus the system inventory of A has the familiar saw-tooth pattern of the simple E.O.Q. model. In Figure 4 the system inventory for the problem of Figure 3 (vî s shown.
The cost of inventory for the production of stage F will be (Q -1) C I T if discrete demand for A^is assumed and where I is the carrying cost. If R is the total period demand. the set-up cost will be R S and the total cost for A will bê^-m m (vvv-^^^\ m ' The total cost for the system give Q^, and J. is then:
We now differentiate this function and solve for an optimal Q., • given J.. Similarly for the situation of non-instantaneous production for P -rP , F //F for F , m = 1,2,..., N-1. Where P is the production rate 
Heuristic Search Routines
The three heuristic rules presented in this section search on the elements of k c J in an attempt to reduce the total cost of the system. Figure 5 shows the basic search routine used in all three heuristics. To begin k^^is increased by one, the K are updated then Qj, and total costs are calculated. If there is an improvement kj^,-, is again incremented and the process is repeated. If not, kjj_ is decremented and a test of cost is made. On the first pass, given that k j^= 1 in the beginning, and that it was possibly increased, it will not be economic to reduce it. However, in later passes, reduction may be indicated. The routine would then reduce k until it was no longer economic, then move on to the next element k _" first increasing then decreasing it. All elements in J are then examined and modified when appropriate. The simplest "single pass" heuristic stops here. The second heuristic, "multiple pass", continues to iterate through J until no improvement is found. 10.
Computational Results
The routines of the previous two sections were tested on six problems, all using the multi-stage network of Figure 2 . The problems are outlined in detail in Appendix I. All programs were written in PLl and run on the MULTICS timesharing systems of PROJECT MAC, M.I.T., operating on a GE645. The results of all routines on all problems are shown in Table 2 . Lower bounds for each problem are given, as well as the minimum cost with J = 1_. For these costs and network structures the optimal solution is close to the lower bound in some cases and quite far from it in others. The same is true for the cases that the solution derived from J = 1 is a poor one. In Figure 5 we show the relationship between total cost and Q for the case J = 1 and J..
CONCLUSION AND EXTENSIONS
Economic lot sizes in multi-stage assembly systems can be determined by dynamic programming for problems of moderate size, and by heuristics for larger problems.
The techniques described herein can be generalized to handle structures slightly more complicated than the pure multi-stage assembly case; in particular, sub-assemblies may be produced to satisfy exogenous stages. In addition, more general concave cost functions can be handled provided that the integrality condition is satisfied.
